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What is Zentered?

When kids grow

Open Hearts and Calm Minds 

(Zen) 

+
Relaxed Bodies 

(Centered)

They can become Zentered

Zen + Centered = Zentered



Why getting Zentered matters

Of all the meaningful experiences and lessons we can offer kids, those related to 

health (emotional, intellectual and physical) may be the most important today. 

This is because, according to current research, childhood stress, anxiety and mood 

issues continue to rise as kids detach further from what makes this period of 

development important and so much fun – things like unstructured play, connection 

with others, time in nature, eating real food and more. 

Enter Zentered Kids…
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How kids get Zentered

Open hearts. Calm minds. Relaxed bodies. But how? 

Maria’s 20 years of experience treating childhood mental illnesses, combined with 

research in developmental science, positive psychology and ancient philosophy, led 

to the creation of 9 simple yet powerful practices for supporting healthy hearts, minds 

and bodies. This then led to designing materials for kids that could help them playfully 

engage with these practices regularly enough to develop habits…happy habits so that 

they could get Zentered. So, how do kids gets Zentered? Happy habits. 

The happy habits are linked like spokes in a wheel to create a framework for lifelong 

healthy practices. But more on these later. Before we explore how to help kids form 

happy habits, it helps to explore how every habit develops…
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How habits develop

All habits form gradually until we don’t really notice we’re doing them anymore. 

Some habits are positive and health promoting. Other habits, that we often pick up 

unintentionally, have unknown or unhealthy consequences.

According to the latest studies in neuroscience, every habit (positive or negative) 

is developed through a process called the habit formation, which is a 3-part loop of  

trigger-action-reward. The trigger is something that starts the action, the action is 

the behaviour itself and the reward is the benefit we get from doing the action.

Here’s an example of the Habit Formation Loop: 

Before going to bed you (hopefully!) brush your teeth. You don’t have to remember 

to do this. It’s automatic. The trigger is going to bed, the action is brushing your teeth 

and the reward is, say, a happier dentist visit. Let’s break it down...

The Trigger tells your brain to check for an existing routine and, if there is one, sets it 

into motion:

Just before I go to bed I…
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The Action is what occurs after the trigger. It often consists of a series of steps.

…Brush my teeth.

Steps: load my brush with paste, brush for 3 minutes and so on.

The Reward is what leads your brain to determine if an action is worth committing to 

memory. There are two phases to rewards; the external reward that motivates you in 

the beginning and the internal reward that replaces the external reward over time. 

In the beginning, an external reward makes you repeat the action over and over. 

External rewards are things like insistence, encouragement or praise from a parent.

Mom and dad check that I’ve brushed and are happy when I have. 

This makes me feel good.

Over time, the reward becomes internal when the positive feelings associated with 

the action, AND the repetition of doing it, plant it in your brain’s memory. Internal 

rewards are things like recalling praise from a parent, feeling independent and proud 

of yourself and experiencing the benefits.

I can take care of my own teeth and 

I like not having cavities when I go to the dentist.
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The Recap 

Essentially, every habit forms this way:

• A clear trigger cues the action

• The action occurs (often including a few simple steps)

• In the beginning, an external reward leads to repetition of the action

•  With time and repetition, the external reward is replaced by an internal reward 

and the action becomes a habit

 Now let’s take this knowledge about developing habits and apply it to helping kids 

form positive, healthy, happy habits.
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How happy habits are formed

We know from neuroscience that every habit (positive or negative) develops via the 

Habit Formation Loop of trigger-action-reward. But how do we use this knowledge to 

teach kids how to form positive, healthy, happy habits? We take the Habit Formation 

Loop and add 2 important steps:

Step 1

CHOOSE specific actions

Step 2

OPTIMIZE the Habit Formation Loop around these specific actions

In more detail:

Step 1

CHOOSE actions that have been reliably proven through research to support happiness. 

This is where the 9 happy habits come in. The happy habits are categories in which 

countless actions exist. You’ll notice that each habit has a tag line. We created these 

to guide actions.

For example, Being Kind consists of caring, giving, connecting and sharing, so it 

contains actions that range from caring for a pet to giving a gift to sharing a favourite 

toy and beyond. This is great! It means the ways to practice a happy habit are only 

limited by your imagination. All you have to do to begin is CHOOSE one to focus on 

and, VOILA!, you’ve completed Step 1.
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Take happy habit action

Here are some ideas of actions you might choose for each happy habit:

Be Kind
Care, give, connect, share

Smile at everyone you see today
Tell someone what you like about them

Be Thankful
Notice the little things

Say thanks to...
Your food before you eat it

Your day before going to sleep

Slow Down
Rest, breathe, flow, focus, savour

Take 5 deep breaths
Focus on something you see, describe it

Go Outside
Spend time in nature

Plant some herbs
Take care of your herbs

Eat Real Food
Have fresh fruits + veggies daily

A green vegetable with lunch
A red vegetable with dinner

Make Wishes
Imagine, dream, hope

A small hope for someone else
A dream for the world

Have Fun
Be silly, laugh, create, sing, move

Write a poem
Dance to your favourite song

Try New Things
Learn, grow, wonder

Make something you’ve never made before
Learn a new word

Care for Feelings
Accept them all

Show your favourite feeling using only colour
Share something about a feeling you had today

To illustrate, for Step 1 I’m choosing the happy habit of Caring for Feelings and I’m 

using the action of sharing something about a feeling you had today. (See the Loop 

on page 12 for a visual).
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Moving on to Step 2

Still using the happy habit of Caring for Feelings as an example, here are 3 Tips to 

OPTIMIZE the Habit Formation Loop:

Tip # 1 (trigger)

A habit can’t even begin to form without a trigger. A good trigger makes a new 

behaviour easy to start by attaching it to something we already do. If we want to

make Caring For Feelings a habit we might use the-last-thing-we-do-before-sleep 

as a trigger for our chosen action.

Tip # 2 (action)

Actions are things we DO and are most effective when they are clear and positive. 

To make Caring for Feelings a habit, kids need to know what to actually do. Here are 

some examples:

Clear: Pose one basic question to guide your chosen action of sharing something 

about a feeling you had today:

What did you like about the feeling?

Positive: Actions that are fun are just plain better than rules. If we want results, we 

need to find a way to make the actions enjoyable for everyone. 

You share one feeling of the day, then I’ll share one feeling.
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Tip # 3 (rewards) has two parts...

Tip # 3 part 1 (reward, in the beginning)

A habit only sticks when we have a high emotional connection to it. Like, it makes us 

feel good. In the beginning, connecting the action with positive emotions leads us 

to crave the action. This means we don’t have to rely entirely on (that often elusive) 

willpower. If Caring for Feelings is experienced as a special sharing time with a loved-

one before sleep, our bodies start to look forward to doing it and this reinforces the 

Habit Loop.

Tip # 3 part 2 (reward, over time)

A habit lasts through the repetition that comes from practicing. This is because 

repetition creates neural pathways within a part of our brain where the context of the 

habit is remembered and becomes hard-wired. Caring for Feelings each night will 

become a habit after we enjoy doing it consistently over time, so eventually we don’t 

even need the external reward of sharing it with a loved one.
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The Recap

1 CHOOSE a specific happy habit action 

• Happy habit: Care for Feelings

• Action: Share something about a feeling you had today

2 OPTIMIZE the Loop around the happy habit action:

•   Attach the Trigger to something you already do (before you go to sleep)

• Make the Action clear and positive (share something)

• Make the Reward meaningful and fun (special time with loved one)
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Get in the Loop

Use the Happy Habit Loop on the next page to guide you. Early on you might go 

through the Loop using your chosen happy habit action and think about the best 

possible triggers and rewards.

Once you’ve done this a few times, you’ll probably notice you don’t need the Loop 

anymore; you are able to think in this way and easily add more and more happy habit 

actions into your kids’ lives. Keep them doable. A variety of small happy habit actions 

add up and rewire the brain through high repetition over time.
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ZENTERED KIDS

TRIGGER

ACTIONREWARD

Happy Habit:

Tip #1: Attach it to something you already do

Tip #2: Make it clear and positiveTip #3: Start with an external reward

BE KIND MAKE WISHESGO OUTSIDEBE THANKFULCARE FOR FEELINGS HAVE FUN TRY NEW THINGS SLOW DOWNEAT REAL FOOD

Choose one of the 9 Happy Habits for the Loop
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Relax into Zen

This may seem a bit strange, but now that you’ve learned how to help kids form 

happy habits, forget everything. Okay, well, almost everything. This is like practicing 

Shoshin, meaning “beginner’s mind” in Zen Buddhism. It’s about having an attitude of 

curiosity and being open to all possibilities. Know the “rules” of habit formation, and 

then loosen them:

Maybe your trigger is “everyday” (we each eat a piece of fruit at lunch) or “every 

week” (we explore a happy habit in some way as a class) or “each spring” (we plant 

a small vegetable garden together as a family). And maybe the actions are specific or 

maybe you just read a book with a theme about trying new things. The rewards can 

be more organic as well (we’ll laugh a lot). The point is, unless you’re trying to instill a 

very specific habit, be playful, practice Shoshin. 

Let go of expectations.

Be filled with curiosity.



Happy habits for life

While many habits that aren’t good for us are relatively new - stress, disconnection, 

inactivity and eating fast food, just to name a few - many of the solutions to these are 

old. Practicing gratitude, spending time in nature, being kind to oneself, others and 

the earth and eating real food. These things are tried and true.

All of the happy habits influence each other and overlap sometimes too. Just like 

when we go outside we also tend to slow down or when we eat real food we are also 

being kind to our bodies and the earth. This makes them easy to teach and easy to 

learn. They are flexible, complementary and incorporated into all of our engaging 

books, activities, games and materials too!

Use our FREE colouring sheets, read Happy Hunting, do the Happy Hunting Activity 

or Lesson, display the Happy Hunting Prints and Habit Poster, play with Feeling Cards, 

Charts and Games, do the Happy Habit Challenge, creatively explore the habits 

using the Happy Hunting Journal, check out our blog posts for information, ideas and 

recipes, browse our Pinterest boards for research and resources, visit our site often 

as we create more materials to help kids (really, all of us!) develop happy habits for 

Zentered lives and a beautiful world.
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